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Context (1/2)

 Massive adoption of Cloud Computing services Large 
traffic transiting over Cloud infrastructure

 Rapid growth of global Cloud traffic exceeds the capacity 
of physical infrastructure within Data Center Networks 
(DCN)

 Notable evolution of wired throughput in classical DCN 
architectures

But …

 Link congestion problem in DCN due to
 Limited number of network interfaces

 Exponential increase of inter-rack communications
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Context (2/2)
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Classical Tree-layered architecture  

Rack : Group of servers 

ToR (Top of the Rack): switch inter-connecting 

servers of different racks     
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Solution: Hybrid DCN

ToRs (Top of the Rack): Congestion problem

Hybrid Wireless/Wired Data center network   
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IEEE 802.11ad (wireless) standard: 4 available channels on the 

band [57-66]GHz, with high throughput ~ 6.7Gbps
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Motivations

 Augmented wireless/wired DCN improves network 

performance by

 Forwarding traffic over both wired and wireless infrastructure

 Link congestion alleviation

 Wireless infrastructure suitability to DCN

 High bandwidth in short range

 Flexibility of wireless infrastructure compared to wired

 No need to routing and forwarding mechanisms for 

neighboring nodes thanks to one-hop communications
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Challenge

 Interference Constraint: Each two interfering 

communications could not use simultaneously the 

same wireless channel

Solution …

 A new wireless resource allocation algorithm maximizing 

the total network throughput by: 

 Maximizing the traffic transiting over wireless infrastructure

 Minimizing interference
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Hybrid DCN Architecture
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 Hybrid DCN (HDCN) architecture based on Cisco’s Massively 

Scalable Data Center (MSDC) model, built over CLOS topology
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Wireless resource allocation problem

 New wireless resource allocation algorithm in HDCN that

Maximizes the amount of traffic transiting over the wireless 

infrastructure

Minimizes interference between ongoing wireless 

communications

Minimizes ToR congestion

 Problem formulated based on Minimum Graph Coloring 

Approach
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Problem Formalization (1/4)

 Wireless transmission/interference 

graph G = (V, E)

 V: Set of ongoing wireless 

communications between wireless 

transmission units (WTUs)

 Each node v € V corresponds to a wireless 

communication cj
i characterized by

o WTU’s antenna of transmitter Wi

o WTU’s antenna of receiver Wj

o Volume of traffic

 E: Set of interference links between 

ongoing communications

 An edge e=(v1, v2) € E between nodes v1

and v2, exists if v1 interferes with v2
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Problem Formalization (3/4)

 Objective: Maximize the number of communications over 

the wireless infrastructure in order to maximize the 

throughput 

 Constraint: Two interfering wireless communications 

cannot make use of the same wireless channel

 Decision Trigger: The arrival of a new communication

 Assumptions:

 Handover is allowed: Each communication can change its 

wireless channel and switch to a new one or to wired 

infrastructure

 Dynamic assignment of wireless channels to communications
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Minimum Graph Coloring Problem 

 Objective: Color the maximum nodes in the wireless 

transmission/interference graph  

 One color  One wireless channel

 Constraints

 Each node can be colored with only one color 

 Two adjacent nodes must be colored with different colors

 Min-GCP  Finding the minimum number of stable sets

 Stable Set in a graph G is a set of pairwise non-adjacent 

vertices

 The nodes of the same stable set use the same color
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Stable sets illustration
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Min-GCP formalization

 Chromatic number ᵪ(G): The minimal number of colors 

required to color G

 ᵪ(G)  minimal number of stable sets

 Min-GCP  Finding the chromatic number of G, ᵪ(G), and 

hence coloring G

 Min-GCP (ILP) optimization problem:

 : The set of all maximal stable sets in V

Min-GCP is NP-hard
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Proposal : GC-HDCN algorithm

 GC-HDCN: Graph Coloring in Hybrid Data Center 
Network based on Column Generation optimization 
approach

 Objective: Generate the minimum number of maximum 
sized stable sets
 One column  one stable set

 GC-HDCN is based on:  
 Column Generation: resolves the relaxation of Min-GCP, xS

€ [0,1]
 To determine a float lower bound Lb of ᵪ(G) 

AND

 Branch-and-price: gets minimum integer number of stable 
sets
 Force the integrality of Lb
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GC-HDCN Scheme
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Generate Initial Feasible Solution
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Generation of initial feasible solution

 Feasible Restricted Master Problem (RM-Problem)

 Formed by columns

 Column a stable set

 Let             contains a feasible solution to RM-Problem 

 Feasible solution:       

 The relaxation of RM-Problem: 

How do we generate       ? 

 Greedy heuristic [Mehrotra & Trick, 1996]

 Generates one stable set 

 Greedy heuristic is executed until each node in V belongs to at least 
one stable set
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Column Generation Scheme
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Solve Restricted Master Problem

Generate Initial Feasible Solution

Solving the linear relaxation of the restricted 

master problem (RM-Problem)

 Simplex algorithm 

 The resolution is based on CPLEX tool

 The resolution gives the dual values of each column
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Column Generation Scheme
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Solve Restricted Master Problem

Generate Initial Feasible Solution

Solve the Pricing Problem to find new 
column with negative reduced cost

 Find new column with negative reduced cost: 

 Find the optimal maximal stable that might improve the 

relaxed RM-Problem.
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Column Generation Scheme
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Solve Restricted Master Problem

Generate Initial Feasible Solution

Solve the Pricing Problem to find new 
colum with negative reduced cost

Add this new column to the 
Master Problem

Trigger Branch&Price Process

Column found

Integer Solution

Optimal Solution

No Yes

No

Yes
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Brand and Price (1/2)

 Branch-and-Price combines branch-and-bound

algorithm with column generation technique

 Each node, in the Branch-and-Bound tree, is considered as 

graph coloring problem, solved by Column Generation

 The root of the tree is the output of column generation stage of 

GC-HDCN

 Each node in the tree can generate two children with SAME

and DIFFER operators

 Stop if  the solution in the current node is Integer
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Branch-and-Price (2/2)

 Consider a fractional solution to the linear relaxation of 

ILP, 

 Two stable sets S1 and S2

 Vertices v1, v2, v1 € S1\S2 and v2 € S1∩S2

 xS1 is the highest fractional value and  {v1,v2} ₵ E 

 SAME(v1, v2): generates a new graph GS by collapsing 

two nodes v1 and v2 in a single vertex

 Two communications should use the same wireless channel

 DIFFER(v1,v2): generates a new graph GD by adding an 

edge between v1 and v2

 Two communications should use different wireless channels
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Performance Evaluation
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Feature Value

Experimental environment QualNet simulator: simulates all TCP/IP protocol stack, C++ language

Data Center Network Small MSDC topology, 256 racks and 4 spine switches, ~ 5000 servers

Wireless communication IEEE 802.11ad implemented 

60 GHz band = [57, 66] GHz

4 wireless channel

Wired communication IEEE 802.3 standard

Link  bandwidth ≈ 10Gbps spine/leaf and≈ 1Gbps for leaf/rack links

Propagation delay=2µs

Traffic  requests process 100 requests, Poisson process, rate=4 requests/second

-Sending node S: uniform distribution in the set of racks in DCN

-Receiving node: uniform disribution in the communication range of S

CBR  model / Traffic volume: uniform distribution in [3, 4] Gbits

Related work strategies Genetic-HDCN, MaximumWeighted-HDCN, Wired-HDCN

Simulations Confidence interval level = 95%
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Residual WireLess traffic
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Residual Wired traffic
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Cumulative network delay

13.19% better than 

MaxWeighted-HDCN

44.77% better than 

Genetic-HDCN

76.13% better than  

Wired-DCN
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Cumulative network throughput

16.2% better than 

MaxWeighted-HDCN

26.44% better than 

Genetic-HDCN

48.81% better than  

Wired-DCN
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Communication rates
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 QL:  the rate of wireLess communications.

 QH: denotes the rate of Hybrid communications

 QD: the rate of Wired communications
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Conclusion and future work

 Conclusion 
 Augmenting the DCN by wireless infrastructure enhances network 

performance

 Wireless channel allocation problem in HDCN is NP-hard

 A new algorithm for channel allocation based on graph coloring by 
column generation approach is proposed to
 minimize ToR congestion and

 enhance DCN throughput

 The results obtained  are better than the related work strategies

Ongoing & future work
 Take into account the load balancing in the wired DCN, using 

OSPF and ECMP Protocol

 Use beamforming with directional antennas in order to minimize 
interference

 Channel Routing for distant communicating racks
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Generate a set of 
moving star candidates

Thank you
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